
Hi there, and thank you for using the Kash Shop for your modification needs! 

This documentation exists to help you through installing a patch on an already 
modded copy of Intersect. Let’s go over the problem, and then we’ll show you how 
to fix it! 
 

So the problem is actually pretty simple: If you are trying to install a patch that 

edits the same code file as a patch that you might have already installed, you’re 
going to run into some issues. This is because a git patch applies it’s changes by 
looking for precise line numbers, and changing what needs to be changed based off 
of that. So if we take a patch that adds a new feature to Items, install it, and then try 
to install another feature that also adds a new feature to Items, that patch will look 
for a line number that has been moved from your last patch. 
 
In short, it will fail, and unless there’s a change in policy regarding Source 
Tutorials on AGD, it will stay like that. That’s where this documentation comes 
along! 
 
Here’s a quick checklist for those returning to these docs: 

1) Make a backup 
2) Apply patch with the --reject command 
3) Check where hunks were rejected 
4) Open the .rej files 
5) Open the files that need editing via either a text editor or Visual Studio 
6) Save your edits 
7) Build/Test 
8) Commit 

 

We’re now going to walk through how to apply 2 patches, and how to fix any 

errors that crop up. So to start, we’re going to be installing Mobile Npcs, link of 
which can be found here: 
https://www.ascensiongamedev.com/topic/5074-5-kash-shop-mobile-npcs/ 

https://www.ascensiongamedev.com/topic/5074-5-kash-shop-mobile-npcs/


And then we’re going to be installing the Map Types Editor on top of that, link of 
which can be found here: 
https://www.ascensiongamedev.com/topic/5075-15-kash-shop-map-type-editor/ 
 
Let’s count the steps together, shall we? 
 

1.Create a backup! 
This is super crucial! Always create a backup when messing around with patches 
or code in general! 

2.Install the first patch.  
If you don’t know how to do this yet, there’s some documentation found on AGD. 
Here’s the link for that: 
https://docs.freemmorpgmaker.com/dev/sharing/applying.html 
After you’ve finished, your command prompt should read something like this: 

 
You’ll also want to Commit at this stage. 

https://www.ascensiongamedev.com/topic/5075-15-kash-shop-map-type-editor/
https://docs.freemmorpgmaker.com/dev/sharing/applying.html


3.Install the next patch. 
This is where you need to change it up a bit. Instead of the usual --signoff 
command, we’re going to type this in instead: 

 
The “--reject” command will allow us to install everything in the patch that does 
work so far. When you hit enter, you’ll get a large wall of text. This particular 
patch is pretty big, so we got a large wall of text to look at. You’re going to end up 
with something like this:  

 
Now, you’ll leave this command prompt open. What you want to look for is any 
“Rejected hunk”s. As you can see in this segment of text, we see that most of our 
patch has been applied “cleanly”. We do see, however, that there was a “Rejected 
hunk”. (This also shows you what file has  rejected the code hunk!) 

 



This means that this is the part of the patch that failed. What you’ll now do is 
navigate in your folder to “Intersect.Server”, like this:

 
 
Now as you can see, we have a .rej file here: 

 
We’re going to want to open that file in a text editor. Personally I prefer 
Notepad++, which is a free software.

 



Now that it’s open, you can see that this is the code that’s causing the problem. I’ll 
explain a bit about why this is failing, and then give you two options on how to fix 
it. 
 
As you can see from the picture above, this is a chunk of code that causes a failure. 
In particular, take a look at this line at the top: 

 
This is saying that on line 480 of Intersect.Server.csproj is where the change is 
supposed to happen. However, it can’t go through with the change, because when it 
looks for line 480 in your file, it’s also looking for the vanilla code to stick your 
new code between. That’s what this segment is: 

 
It’s saying: At line 480, find these 3 lines of code: 
 

    <Compile Include="Entities\Pathfinding\SpatialAStar.cs" /> 
    <Compile Include="Entities\Pathfinding\PathfinderTarget.cs" /> 
    <Compile Include="Entities\Pathfinding\PriorityQueue.cs" /> 

And add your new code underneath that. Then make sure that your new code if 
followed by these 3 lines of code:  
 

    <Compile Include="Networking\Client.cs" /> 
    <Compile Include="Entities\Npc.cs" /> 
    <Compile Include="Networking\Helpers\NetDebug.cs" /> 

 
But if you open up your Intersect.Server.csproj file, you can see the problem: 



 
There’s more code there now, from our last patch! So when this current patch is 
looking for line 480, it finds it just fine. But when it’s looking for what lines of 
code go beneath your new lines, it finds code that it doesn’t know is there, causing 
the patch to fail! 
 
I’ll be going over 2 methods of fixing this. You can choose whatever solution 
works best for you! 
 

4. A) Manual Editing 
So you want to just put those few lines of code in yourself? This is the step for 
you! First thing’s first, let’s quit out of our patch installation. To do this, simply 
type in: 

 
And hit enter. 
 
Next, we’re going to open up our file that the hunk failed on. In this case, it’s 
Intersect.Server.csproj. You can open this file in either a text editor or Visual 
Studio. If you’re opening a csproj file in Visual Studio you’ll have to open it by 
following these steps: 
 

1) Right Click on the project in the solution explorer. 
2) Click “Unload Project” 
3) Right Click on the project again and click “edit” 



4) Make your modifications 
5) Save the file 
6) Right Click the project file again and click “rebuild project” 

 
Now we’re going to copy our lines that have the “+” by them in our .rej file, like 
so: 

 
 
Now in your open code file, in this case Intersect.Server.csproj, we’re going to find 
the lines that the patch is looking for. In this case, it was looking for line 480, so 
we’re going to scroll down until we find line 480:

 
We’re now going to paste our copied code into this section. Our patch wanted to 
put the new code starting at line 483, so we’ll make space and do just that: 

 



Now we’re going to clean up by deleting those “+” signs, and making sure it’s all 
indented in a uniform manner like the rest of this code: 

 
 
Then save the file! Do this for each “rejected hunk” that was shown in your 
Command Prompt when you tried applying the second patch. 
 
If all went well, your patch should now be in and working! If you’re still having 
problems that you can’t solve, drop by the Kash Shop Support discord and let us 
know! We’ll get that working for you! 
 
Kash Shop Support Discord Server: 
https://discord.gg/VHJ7vnW 
 

 
4. B) Continue Patch. 

This method is a bit trickier, but if you like automation, it might be for you!\ 
 
First thing’s first, let’s quit out of our patch installation. To do this, simply type in: 

 
And hit enter. 
 
Now go open your rejected hunk (or as many as you want, if there’s more than 1), 
like so: 

https://discord.gg/VHJ7vnW


 
 
Next we’re going to add some lines, and fix what causes it to fail. The added lines 
will be added to line 2, are are formatted like this: 

--- a/Intersect.Server/Intersect.Server.csproj 
+++ b/Intersect.Server/Intersect.Server.csproj 

And now we’re going to fix the hunk. This is done changing what the .rej file is 
looking for, but can’t find. In this case, it’s looking for these lines, all in order: 

     <Compile Include="Entities\Pathfinding\SpatialAStar.cs" /> 
     <Compile Include="Entities\Pathfinding\PathfinderTarget.cs" /> 
     <Compile Include="Entities\Pathfinding\PriorityQueue.cs" /> 
     <Compile Include="Networking\Client.cs" /> 
     <Compile Include="Entities\Npc.cs" />  
     <Compile Include="Networking\Helpers\NetDebug.cs" /> 

 
As we discussed earlier, however, with our last patch, it’s order now is like this: 

    <Compile Include="Entities\Pathfinding\SpatialAStar.cs" /> 
    <Compile Include="Entities\Pathfinding\PathfinderTarget.cs" /> 
    <Compile Include="Entities\Pathfinding\PriorityQueue.cs" /> 
    <Compile Include="Migrations\Game\20200414015804_AddingMoveRange.cs" /> 
    <Compile Include="Migrations\Game\20200414015804_AddingMoveRange.designer.cs"> 
        <DependentUpon>20200414015804_AddingMoveRange.cs</DependentUpon> 
    </Compile> 
    <Compile Include="Networking\Client.cs" /> 
    <Compile Include="Entities\Npc.cs" /> 
    <Compile Include="Networking\Helpers\NetDebug.cs" /> 



 
Git looks for 3 lines before, then 3 lines after where your new code is going. So, as 
the 3 lines of code that it’s looking for at the start are still there (the code that starts 
on line 480) we’re going to edit the code it looks for at the bottom of your new 
code. This sounds complicated, but it’s actually very simple.  
 
Firstly, open up the file that your rejected hunk had a problem with, in this case: 
Intersect.Server.csproj. You’re then going to scroll to the disputed area’s line 
number. In this case, line 480: 

 
We’re now going to count three lines from 480 (including 480 itself). Copy the 
next 3 lines of code like this: 

 
In that picture, the blue “1 2 3” is the top of your “code sandwich”. The black “1 2 
3” is the bottom of your “code sandwich”. The patch will be looking for the top 
and the bottom to put the difference in between. So now that we’ve copied the lines 
shown in the screenshot, we’re going to replace the bottom 3 lines of our .rej file 
with them, like this: 



 
After that’s all done, it should look like this: 
 

 
 
Save that file, and then move it to where you put your .patch files. 
 
Finally, you’ll want to apply that .rej like you would a patch, like so: 

 
If all went well, your patch should now be in and working! If you’re still having 
problems that you can’t solve, drop by the Kash Shop Support discord and let us 
know! We’ll get that working for you! 
 
Kash Shop Support Discord Server: 
https://discord.gg/VHJ7vnW 
 
 

https://discord.gg/VHJ7vnW


At this stage, we recommend doing a Commit. It’s needed if you’re going to be 

applying more than 2 patches, but really you should be committing after every 
patch, just in case. 
 

Thus concludes this long, exhausting documentation on how to work around lack 

of Source Tutorials. We hope you’ve got your mods/patches working, and can’t 
wait to see what games you can now create with our Patches added into your 
game!  


